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LARGE APERTURE ACOUSTIC ARRAYS IN SUPPORT OF
REVERBERATION STUDIES

Final Report to Office of Naval Research Grant L _
N00014-89-J-1935 U!: :" i

Jul~l ii ,t I _

John A. Hildebrand (Principal Investigator)

Abstract

In preparation 'or a major field experiment In FY92, this report 1 addresses the
development of acoustic arrays which are needed In order to make carefully
controlled and well-documented measurements of bottom reverberation. The
purpose of these measurements is to study the physics of the backscattering
process and to quantify backscattering characteristics as a function of physically
meaningful parameters (e.g. ensonified area, grazing angle, bottom material
properties, bottom roughness, etc.).

Specific array systems which are addressed include the following: (a) towed
horizontal array, (b) horizontal and vertical array, (c) ship-tethered 64-element
vertical array, and (d) self-contained, 16-element vertical array.

Objective
Our scientific objective was to understand the interaction between acoustic energy

and the seafloor. The development of several acoustic arrays enabled us to make field
measurements of the scattered wavefield from the ocean bottom/subbottom.

Background

Although seafloor scattered wavefields have been studied previously, many of the
seafloor characteristics important to their understanding have not been measured
concurrently. Scattering may vary spatially in the ocean due to variations in seafloor
roughness, sediment cover, and water depth.

The scientific plan for the bottom reverberation component of the Acoustic
Reverberation Special Research Program (SRP) has placed special emphasis obtaining a
detailed description of the bottom in the "natural laboratory" where acoustic experiments
are to be conducted. The SRP natural laboratory will provide a setting where adequate
environmental control is available to understand the connection between seafloor
characteristics and scattering characteristics.

I This report originally appeared as a proposal (UCSD 901004) to the Office
of Naval Research for the bottom reverberation component of the Acoustic
Reverberation Special Research Program (SRP).



Approach

We propose the development of several acoustic arrays in preparation for a FY92
experiment where the objective will be to study the Interaction of low-to-mid frequency
acoustic waveflelds and the ocean bottom/subbottom. The proposed effort is broken
down into four areas each of which is discussed separately: (a) acoustic reverberation
measurements with towed horizontal array, (b) horizontal and vertical array configurations
for bottom reverberation experiments, (c) ship-tethered 64-element vertical array, and (d)
self-contained, 16-element vertical array.

A. Acoustic Reverberation Measurements with a Towed Horizontal Array

Objective
Provide a large aperture, horizontally-towed hydrophone array to measure the

directional spectrum of seafloor scattered wavefields.

Approach

As part of the ONT-sponsored, 1987 SVLA experiment, we constructed a vertical
acoustic array of 120 elements and 900 m length (half-wavelength element spacing at 100
Hz). This array was designed for deployment from the research platform FLIP in a moored
configuration. A unique capability of the array is acoustic element location with an
accuracy of a few meters. Estimates of array shape and element position are required
because element location contributes to the signal phase needed for beamforming.
Acoustic element positioning is needed for large aperture arrays where a rigid mechanical
structure Is impractical. This array can be used as a large-aperture, horizontal array for the
SRP bottom reverberation experiments.

As a Initial step we modified the 120 element vertical array for deployment as a
towed horizontal array. Key advantages of this array Include its ability to be towed at any
depth up to 6000 m, and precise array element location. For operation as a horizontal
array, modifications are necessary to allow vertical array element positioning. Operated as
a vertical array, an acoustic pulse Initiated near the surface determines element depth. In a
horizontal configuration, the element depths are more easily determined by pressure
sensors distributed along the array. Pressure sensors with adequate depth resolution (1 m)
are based on a quartz crystal oscillator and are moderately priced (e.g. Paroscientific - $5K
per sensor). A total of 12 pressure sensors Incorporated into the array would provide a
depth determination at 75 m spacing.

While the vertical array has been operated inside a small field of navigation
transponders, the horizontal towed array configuration would be done with multiple sets
of transponders so that a substantial tow range could be achieved without having to
reverse course. It takes a good deal of time to stabilize the towed array once a course
change is executed. Extended range transponder fields have been used with Deep Tow so
there is experience already at MPL with this aspect of acoustic navigation.

We tested the 120-element horizontal-towed array during a 10-day expedition. The
test was conducted In close proximity to seafloor sources of scattered energy including
the continental slope, seamounts, and lineated abyssal hills. Narrow-band acoustic sources
(e.g. HX-90) as well as broad-band Impulsive sources (e.g. explolve shots) will be used as
sound sources deployed from the tow ship. This mode of operation allowed observation
of the receiver depth dependence of reverberant energy.

We analyzed the data from the FY90 engineering test, corrected problems
encountered with the array hardware during the FY90 field test, and conducted a second
10-day engineering test. Data analysis will Include statistical analysis of single element
data to determine variation of omni-directional reverberant signal levels as well as
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beamformed coherent combination of all array elements to determine directional variation
of reverberant signal levels. All beamforming will Incorporate array element locations
determined from acoustic lateral positioning and pressure sensor depth positioning.

B. Horizontal and Vertical Array Configurations for Bottom Reverberation
Experiments

Objective
The simultaneous deployment of large-aperture horizontal and vertical arrays for

observation of seafloor scattered energy.

Approach

Two methods will be described by which vertical and horizontal acoustic arrays can
be deployed together for making bottom reverberation measurements. The first method
(proposed) makes use of the R/P FLIP as the platform from which to deploy and record
from both arrays, as shown In Figure 1. The second method (not proposed but discussed
in Appendix A) consists of using a subsurface float as a common point of support as well
relaying telemetry data to a surface float for radio transmission to a receiver for recording,
presumably on a ship near enough for reception without contaminating the acoustic data,
as shown in Figure 2. We are proposing the first method over the second on the basis of
our best estimates of the associated costs involved and risk to the experiment due to
potential deployment difficulties.

The Marine Physical Laboratory has been deploying various vertical hydrophone
arrays from R/P FLIP for over twenty years for acoustic propagation and ambient noise
measurements. These have ranged from sparse twenty element analogue arrays to the
latest one, a 200 element digital array uniformly spaced over 3000 meters, and
incorporating acoustic navigation for array element location.

Starting in 1977, under ONT funding, development of a large aperture, high gain, high
resolution, neutrally bouyant horizontal array commenced in order to study residual noise,
that is, non shipping noise. Originally conceived of as a 1500 meter 200 element array cut
for 100 Hz, it was tested for horizontal deployment from FLIP several years ago with the
USNS NARRAGANSETT, T-ATF 67. Position keeping of the T-ATF in the weather we
encountered was inadequate for the degree of control we needed for emplacement of the
anchor at the bitter end of the array.

To Investigate two dimensional aspects of acoustic reverberation from bottom
roughness, we propose to deploy horizontal and vertical arrays from FLIP with
simultaneous recording of data from both arrays on board FLIP. Recent experience with
position keeping by the R/V NEW HORIZON in deployments of the RUM Ill vehicle
demonstrated a 20 meter watch circle capability in deep water in sea state 3 conditions.
The key to success was a display of ship position within a 100 meter radius circle based on
acoustic navigation from which the Captain maneuvered the ship. The Captain has
Indicated he could maintain similar position keeping in higher sea states, up to and
including state 5 with a new dynamic positioning system that Is being worked on. The
Captain Indicated that for this type of array deployment he could maintain his heading
within +/- 15 degrees, well Inside the +/- 90 degrees of freedom of the large radius flume
on th,- fantail through which the array Is deployed. For safety of the group deploying the
horizontal array, it Is necessary to have the vessel heading Into the weather. The large
bow and weak bow thruster on the NARRAGANSETT made It fall off In such a way that we
could not recover without aborting the deployment. Deployments backing into the wind
proved too dangerous, rendering the vessel and personnel vulnerable to casualties such as
those Incurred near Point Loma.
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What is entailed, therefore, is the use of separate ships for the mooring and array
deployment operations. The smaller NEW HORIZON has the position keeping and
maneuvering capabilities required for array deployment but cannot handle the 80 tons of
gear required for putting FLIP into a three-point mooring in deep water.

We have also considered the use of a tether between the NEW HORIZON and FLIP so
that we could virtually eliminate any danger to the acoustic array from overstressing it and
enable us to work In higher sea states. For this mode of deployment, the array would be
below the surface at all times and the tether would have to remain at the surface so that it
could not foul the array. We have discussed this mode of operation with the Marine
Superintendant. This involves a constraint on ship maneuverability which, if the tension in
the tether is kept low, may not seriously degrade its maneuverability. Some testing of
these deployment concepts needs to be done with a dummy horizontal array before
deploying the real array.

The sequence of deployment without a tether would be as follows:

* The array vessel would come near FLIP and receive the bitter end of the
electromechanical cable for attachment to the telemetry package, Norwegian float and
weight. The float is to compensate initially for the weight so that the array will
remain at the surface until it is all paid out.

* The telemetry package is attached to the array which is flaked out in storage boxes.
The horizontal array requires a strength member external to it and 1/2" Kevlar line is
used for this purpose. Control of the tension in the Kevlar strength member is with
an air actuated line puller with a maximum pull capability of 1000 pounds. (This
could be another type of constant tension device.)

" The array will be attached to the Kevlar line between the line puller and the flume
mounted at the stern.

* Once the array is paid out and checked electrically, an anchor line and hard floats are
attached to the bitter end of the array. Anchor line is paid out so that when the
deployment Is complete, the horizontal array will be at the depth of the sound axis,
the same depth as the center of the vertical array.

• Anchor weights and acoustic navigation gear are attached to the end of the anchor
line away from the array and a crown line Is used to lower the anchor. At this point
the array begins to submerge and as electromechanical wire is paid out from FLIP the
weight of the electromechanical wire eventually causes the Norwegian float to
submerge and collapse.

* With maneuvering guided by acoustic navigation, the ship places the anchor weight on
the bottom in a predetermined location so that the array will be deployed
horizontally.

• A recovery float and marker are attached to the crown line once the array position has
been determined to be satisfactory. At this point the deployment of the array is
complete and the vessel Is released for other duties.

Recovery of the array is essentially the reverse of the deployment process and full
control of the array position Is key to avoiding fouling problems.
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Appendix A: Autonomous Deployment

The autonomous deployment would capitalize on the past experience with the IWEX
subsurface tr-moor at Woods Hole. This Involves precision deployment of mooring legs
which Is accomplished with acoustic navigation of the anchors for each mooring leg. The
same system for precision mooring deployment Is proposed for array element location for
the vertical and horizontal arrays. As discussed In Berteaux's book, after deploying two
legs of the tr-moor, the subsurface float Is still on the surface. At this point we would
deploy the vertical array through the hole In the middle of the buoy (as shown In Figure 2)
or else through a tube at the edge of the buoy which could be next to the ship. The only
ships capable of manuevering adequately for the intended operations are the R/V Melville
or the R/V Knorr. Once the vertical array Is deployed and checked out from aboard the
ship via a hard wire link, the vertical array would be connected to the buoy power supply
and the surface telemetry buoy would be deployed. The radio telemetry link then would
be checked out for the vertical array. This not only would monitor the performance of the
array but also would give a measure of own ship noise as a function of range.

Since the telemetry buoy would drift downwind, this causes a problem in the
deployment of the horizontal, neutrally bouyant array. That Is, we propose to deploy this
on the surface downwind from the subsurface float which at this point, with only two legs
In, Is still on the surface. The way to solve this problem is to keep the telemetry buoy
adjacent to the subsurface float until the horizontal array is fully deployed.

The horizontal array would be attached to the autonomous power supply and
mechanically made fast to the subsurface float. The horizontal array would then be paid
out from the stern of the vessel as is slowly increases range from the buoys; the radio
telemetry link would be monitored during payout to check out array elements and acoustic
navigation sensors. At the bitter end of the array, hard floatation would be attached and
deployment of the anchor line would commence. Once the anchor line Is paid out the
vessel would have to acoustically navigate the anchor to the precise location so that when
the upwind leg of the subsurface float mooring is In place, the horizontal array is indeed
horizontal. A crown line to the anchor would be used to locate the anchor and also to
recover the anchor line. The crown line would have a surface float, light and radar
reflectors for recovery and warning.

Once the horizontal array is deployed, the upwind mooring leg is deployed next
unless some direct action is required to release the telemetry buoy from the subsurface
buoy. It may be necessary to have a weight on the electromechanical wire to the array to
keep in below the surface in order to prevent fouling with the telemetry buoy when the
400-600 meter tether to the subsurface float is released, since both the telemetry buoy and
the horizontal array are downwind. Deployment of the third leg would then pull the
subsurface float and the horizontal array down to the desired depth and it would be
possible to monitor the telemetry via radio to be sure all the electronics and navigation
systems are working before dropping the third anchor. Crown lines on all anchors to
recoverable surface floats would be used to recover the arrays In the opposite sequence.

It is easy to see the value of the weight on the horizontal array during recovery since
both the horizontal array and telemetry buoy would both be on the surface as soon as the
subsurface float surfaces; the weight would keep the telemetry tether from fouling the
horizontal array.
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C. Ship-Tethered 64-Element Vertical Array

Objective
The use of a bottom-moored, ship-tethered vertical array within the scattering region

in order to provide local measurements of the ensonifying acoustic field and the
corresponding scattered energy. These measurements will enable a direct comparison to
be made of the experimental data and predictions made by models being developed which
can account for the detailed physics of of the bottom Interaction process. Such
measurements also will enhance our ability to Interpret the observations made of the
backscattered field at longer range by other arrays participating in the experiment.

Approach

As part of the Surface Reverberation SRP project, we have proposed to modify an
existing MPL 64-element digital array for use in the FY92 surface reverberation experiment.
The modifications will consist of: (a) shortening the the interelement spacing so that it is
half-wavelength at 1 kHz, (b) increasing the sampling rate to 2.5 kHz, and (c) Incorporating
14 bit A/D converters into the digitizing electronics. In addition, we will add four self-
recording tilt/heading/pressure sensors at equally-spaced locations along the array.

Beyond the array modifications, topside data acquisition and recording will be
enhanced to accommodate the higher sampling rate. Data will be recorded on 4 mm
cartridge tapes as well as being available for real-time quick-look analysis.

With a small additional investment, this array also could be used in the Bottom
Reverberation SRP. Specifically, a new set of interelement cables would need to be cut
(making the interelement spacing half-wavelength at 500 Hz) and a subsurface float with
soft tether to the surface for connection to the support ship would need to be designed
and fabricated.

The 64-element array originally was designed to present a low drag profile (so that it
could be deployed from FLIP while drifting), It is very well suited to be a bottom moored,
surface tethered array.

D. Self-Contained 16-Element Vertical Array

Objective
The use of a self-contained, bottom-moored vertical array within the scattering region

In order to provide local measurements of the ensonifying acoustic field and the
corresponding scattered energy. These measurements will enable a direct comparison to
be made of the experimental data and predictions made by models being developed which
can account for the detailed physics of of the bottom interaction process. Such
measurements also will enhance our ability to Interpret the observations made of the
backscattered field at longer range by other arrays participating in the experiment.

Approach

Currently, MPL is completing the development of a self-contained, seafloor recording
capsule which will have several gigabytes of data storage capacity. We propose to
fabricate a 16-element vertical array whose data will be stored by this recording capsule.
The array will have an Interelement spacing equal to a half-wavelength at 500 Hz, a 1.5 kHz
sampling rate, and 14-bit A/D converters. In addition, we will add two self-recording
tilt/heading/pressure sensors - one at the top and one at the bottom of the array.
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Large Aperture Digital Acoustic Array
BARBARA J. SOTIRIN ANY) JOHN A. HILDEBRAND

(Invited Paper)

Ahraet-A ditimil array of 120 acoustic channels and 900 m In length sources are present 121, [31. This component may include re-

has been constructed to study low-frequency (20-200 lIf) amhent noiqe verberative paths, perhaps related to prominent bottom topo-
In Ihe ncean. The array may he deployed velically or horlentatly from graphic features, as well as forward scattering and channeling
the research platform Flip and the array elements are localled with a of the shipping sources. The variation of shipping noise may
hilth-frequency acoustic fransponder network. This paper describes oha
Instrumentation, telemetry, and navigation systems of the array during a depend on whether the sources are of single-ship or multiple-

verfial deployment in the northes Pacific. Preliminmry amtent noise ship origin and Whether they are local or distant.

spectra are presented for various army depths and local wind speeds. At frequencies between 100 and 200 Iz, sea surface noise
Ambient noke In the frequency hand above 100 llz or below 25 fit In- generated by wind and waves may be dominant. The reported
creasw with local wind speed. However, In the frequency lnd 25-100 contribution by local wind sources in this band is quite vari-
Il ambient nole is Independent of wind speed and may be dominated

by shopping soarces. able, ranging from a difference in spectral level of approx-

R',wordi--n~ou tray,ambentnoose, acoustic novigtoinn, lowfre- imately + 18 to -4 dB/1cPa/ 1Hz 11, (41. The sources re-
quency. sponsible for this variation may be identified by examining the

vertical and horizontal directionality. Distant storms and noise
r. INTRODUICTION generated at the edges of the ocean due to waves breaking on

A DIGITAL ARRAY of 120 acoustic channels and 900 m cliffs, rocks, or beaches as well as the nonlinear generation

in length has been constructed for the study of low- due to interference of incoming and reflected coastal swell

frequency (20-200 Hz) ambient noise. A large aperture ar- may produce an azimuthally nonuniform contribution: local

ray is required for high-resolution directional information at wind should induce a vertically variable contribution.
low frequencies. A well-filled array is required to provide low The unique capabilities of the array described in this pa-

side-lobe levels for the study of ambient noise. This paper de- per allow its deployment as a high-performance vertical or

scribes the characteristic- of a large aperture linear array of horizontal array. Arrays previously used to measure low-

hydrophones which may be deployed vertically or horizontally frequency vertical directionality are listed in Table I to fa-

from the research platform FLIP. Preliminary observations cilitate comparison. The number of elements (10) and large

of low-frequency ambient noise from a vertical deployment of aperture (900 m) of our array is substantially greater than

this array in the northeast Pacific during September 1987 are previously reported vertical arrays. This large aperture will
described. allow higher resolulion vertical directionality than w s previ-

Oceanic ambient noise is the prevailing sustained back- ously available. Horizontal directionality is usually measured
ground of sound in the ocean. These noise levels place con- using large aperture lowed arrays. Our array can he moored
straints on the operation of acoustic sensors in the ocean. For horizontally because of its neutrally buoyant design. When op-

this reason, it is valuable to understand the sources general- erated in the horizontal configuration, the flow noise affecting
ing the sound, the absolute levels, and the spectral shapes of our array is significantly less than for lowed arrays, leading
ambient rloite. Lov'-frequency noise i. particularly important to improved array performance.
because of its low attenuation and therefore its ability to prop-
agate over long distances. Only recently has it been practical If. ARRAY DFSCRIr'rON

to investigate the directionality of ambient noise sources at This section describes the array electrical and mechanical
low frequency (less than 100 Hz) due to power, size, and cost design. The array has a modular design, which facilitates as-

constraints. sembly and transportation and allows for a variable aperture.
The following have been identified as sources of low- it is sparable into identical hose sections often elements each,

frequency noise in the ocean [II: shipping, wind and waves, joined together by in-line interchangeable pressure cases. Each
seismic disturbances, and nonlinear ocean wave interactions, of the ten elements consists of two hydrophones, a preamp, a

In the frequency band between 20 and 100 Hz, shipping filter, and a line drive submerged in Insulating noroma oil.

is thought to be the dominant noise source where shipping The oil-filled hoses are neutrally buoyant in seawater, nec-
essary for horizontal deployments. The interelement spacing

Manuscript received iebruary 2, 19111 revised July 6, 1911. This wok is 7.5 m and the elements are secured within the 2.54 cm

was supported by the Office of Naval Research under Conma nous. N0)14- diameter urethene hose by a kevlar line which is terminated
17-K-0225 and N(14-87-C-0127. near each end of the hose subsection. In-line pressure cases

The authors are with the Marine Physical Laboratory, Scrippa Institution

of Oceannraphy. La Jolla, CA 92093. are located between each hose section of ten hydrophones.
IEEE Log Number 11823361. The pressure cases are 45 cm long with a 7.6 cm outside di-

0364-9059/88/1000-0271$01.00 © 1988 IEEE
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TABTE I
COMPARISON Or VERTICAL ARRAVY

Number of Aperture Ilydrophone Frequency Deployment Deployment Reference
Elements Spacing Range Depth (actual) Platform

meters liz meters
120 900 uniform 70-200 400-3100 FIJP* this paper 1989

II 34 nested subarrays 625-1K 200 free floating [141 Buckingham and Jones 1987
48 115 uniform 0-450 sound channel FliP 115] lodgkiss and Fisher 1986
27 93 uniform 0-600 sound channel FIJP 1151 Ilodgkiss and Fisher 1986
31 180 nested subarrays 20-800 300 free floating 131 Burgess and Kewley 1983
31 310 uniform 45-100 1500 surface ship 1161 Wales and Diachok 1982
12 237 logarithmic <200 300-3100 free floating (171 Browning, et at :982
20 <560 uniform 5-400 700-400 FLJP 1I1 Tyce 1982

(variable) 1191 Anderson 1979
40 97 geometric 112-1414 4400 anchored to bottom (201 Axelrod. et al 1965

FLIP (Floating Instrument Platform) is a manned 109 meter spar buoy stable platform operated by the University of California, San Diego,
Marine Physical Laboratory.

ameter providing a low-profile cross section. These pressure
cases house nonpressure tolerant electronics for processing VERTICAL ARRAY
and telemetering the hydrophone signals. Hlydrophone data CONFIGURATION
are transmitted asynchronously along the ray to a telemetry r- ,
module near the FLIP end of the array. This module buffers
the data and synchronously transmits it through a double-lay
armored electrical cable to the surface where it is recorded by -

the data acquisition computer (LSI- I). The tension carried
by the electrical support cable is transferred at the teleme-
try module to a 1.5 cm diameter kevlar line. During vertical
deployment, the hoses and pressure cases are attached to the
kevlar line. which has 1500 kg at its bottom to maintain verti- ELECTRICAL
cality. The array is deplo)ed from the research platform FLIP. CABLE
which maintains station by a mullipoint moor. The array is
suspended from a hydrographic winch which allows it to be
lowered to a specified depth below FI.IP. Fig. I shows a TELEMETRY
chematic of the array configu. a:on during vertical deploy- MODULE

ment.
The coaxial armored uplink electrical cable carries ARAY

frequency-multiplexed d- in three bands: uplink data, down- SECTION
link commands, and dc power. The spectnm allocated for -

the uplink data is fron 100 ktz tip to approximately 1.5
Mliz. The uplink data rate is I Mbit per second encoded PRESSURE
uring a Miller code to reduce the bandwidth required to ap- CASE
proximately 500 kltz. The downlink spectrum is from 100
kHz down to 1.5 kHz. The downlink data is encoded on a 20 -KEVLAR ROPE

kHz carrier which is used to synchronize the data sampling
clocks, and a command synchronization bit sequence is trans-
mitted every 2 ms. The cable simult-'neously carries the dc 100

power for the array. Each section of the array has dc-to-dc
converters that produce 5 V at 600 mA and ± 15 V at 150 mA -- 66ogm ARRAY wEIGHT
to power the electronics and hydrnphone elements. The so
sections are in series so that they use the same current; the -840 hqm STOPPER WEIGHT
voltage necessary for the complete array is 5.1 V times the
number of sections. The power loss in the armored uplink
cable is proportional to the current and does not change as
the number of array sections changes. ...... ...................................................

A. Uplink Data Stream Fig. I. Vertical deployment configurration of the low-frequency digital

This section describes the uplink of acoustic data from the acoustic array from the research platform FLIP.
array hydrophones to the topside electronics. The data stream
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rig. 3. Array System Diagram. The data path from the hydrophones
through the telemetry module to the magnetic tape drive is shown. nirther
analysis of the data is accomplished hy a Sun Microsystems computer.

selected sequentially by a differential multiplexer, converted stream from the processor before and inserts its data, fol-
from differential to single-ended signals. amplified by a pro- lowed by a unique ID within a specified time window. At the
grammahle variable gain amplifier, captured by a sample- FLIP end of the array is a telemetry module which contains a
and-hold circuit, and converted to 12-bit digital form. The Manchester decoder, a FIFO, and a synchronous data trans-
programmable anilog to the digital converter (A/D) clock is mitter. The telemetry module converts the asynchronous data
synchronous with the 20 kHz downlink carrier and the AID along the array to a continuous data stream up the cable to
outputs are stored in a 16-word first-in, first-out (FIFO) reg- FLIP. It adds frame sync words and null data when the FIFO
ister before the processor is interrupted to take the ten data is empty or busy. The data are driven up the cable at a I MHz
words. Of the 16 bits per word stored in the FIFO. 12 bits are rate by a high-power amplifier (10 W) to overcome the cable
data, 2 bits are from the navigation detectors, and 2 bits are attenuation of approximately 45 dB re I V. A bit stream con-
hardware status flags. Prior to low-pass filtering, the signals taining data from all the array sections is available every 2 ms
from the hydrophones adjacent to the pressure case are routed at FLIP.
to a 12 kHz detection circuit. This circuit compares the signal
level in a narrow band receiver at 12 kllz to the level of a 8. Topside Electronics
broadband receiver to determine the presence or absence of a
12 kHz acoustic transponder signal. The I-bit detection from This section describes the topside data acquisition system
each circuit is multiplexed in with every 12-bit hydrophone (Fig. 3). The uplink data are presented to an array inter-
word as it is stored in the FIFO. The CPU is a Motorola 68000 face module where they are amplified and filtered to re-
operating at 4 MHz with 4K ROM and 2K RAM available. move cable phase distortion. A Decom Systems bit synchro-
The 4 MHz clock is derived from a 16 MHz crystal which nizer/decommutator locks to the frame sync word in the data
is phase-locked to a I MHz clock signal from the teleme- bit stream, and decodes the data to present it to the data acqul-
try module. The software is interrupt driven with the highest sition computer (lLSI-1 I). The decommutator hardware trans-
priority interrupt responding to the AID. The second highest fers data by direct memory access (DMA) to a ring buffer
priority interrupt transmits the processed data, and the lowest initialized by the L.I-I I data handler software. An 8-word
priority services the downlink synchronization sequence. The header containing a buffer ID and the timing sequence infor-
signal data are loaded from the FIFO into a large RAM buffer mation are prepended to the ring buffet prior to the transfer
and the CPU then processes the data before presenting it to a to magnetic tape. The tape transfer is a DMA directly from
Manchester code repeatertencoder for transmission, the ring buffer, thus avoiding the overhead in an intermediate-

The array processors are synchronized by a downlink pat- user buffer transfer. A buffer counter tracks the number of
tern at a 500 Iz rate. At synchronization, the farthest pro- transfers and when the tape is full, the handler automatically
cessor from FLIP transmits a synchronization word and the begins accessing a second tape drive without loss of data.
processed data. Each sequential processor repeats the data bit Confirmation of the buffer ID, buffer counter, frame svnc
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word, and processor II) during data processing verifies the Q of the recognition circuitry, a short recognition time (> I

integrity of the telemetry system. ins) and high-noise rejection are achieved. The interrogation
signal for each transponder is unique and upon detection the

C. Down/ink ComiianI Strean transponder replies with a 3 ms 12 kHz pulse which is re-

This section describes the downlink of commands from the ceived and recorded by FLIP and the array.

topside data acqaisition computer to the array processors. The The transponder locations must be surveyed to determine

commands are entered at the operator terminal or from a set their relative positions before using them to navigate the at-

of switches on the array interface box and may be sent at any ray. The transponder locations are adjusted relative to an ar-

time while the array is operating. The maximum downlink bitary origin by an iterative approach which alternately deter-

command data rate is limited to 550 baud to ensure accuracy mines ship positions from known transponder positions and

of transmission. Downlink coninands may be specified to se- transponder positions from known ship positions using a least

lected processors or broadcast to all processors. There are squares approach. The initial transponder positions are de-

three categories of commands as shown in the Appendix: di- rived from the GPS satellite navigation positions of the surface

agnostic. control/initialization, and data format. The diagnos- ship as each transponder is deployed. A data set containing

tic commands assist in localizing errors in individual pro- slant ranges, depths, and initial positions is input to the nav-

cessors. Allowable finctions are to test memory, read spe- igation program. The difference between the calculated and

cific memory locations, enter and execute additional machine measured positions defines the error.
codes, alter the processor position in the uplink bit stream, The horizontal projection (Fig. 4) of the slant range between
turn off the transmitter of the-addressed processor so the bit a given transponder and a given surface ship position (or FLIP

stream is passed around it, and full or partial resets. The or an array element) is
control/initialization commands modify array operational pa-
rameters. The select command determines the order in which llproj(ntr, npos) = S - D2

hydrophones or other sensors are digitized, allowing selection
of other sensors such as depth gauges. The scan off command where ntr indicates a particular transponder, npos indicates
causes only one hydrophone to be digitized per section. The a particular fix or position of the surface ship, S is the slant
A/D rate command selects the rate at which the A/D will dig- range from the source to that transponder, and D is the

itize the incoming data. The variable gain command selects transponder depth minus the source depth. The mean squared

specific gain outputs of a two-stage amplifier. Gains between error is

5 and 1000 are obtained by selecting a gain of I, 5, 10, or 20 Er2e -/Nf(rngxy - iproj)2

from the first stage, and 5, 8, 12, or 20 from the second stage. E_-_

The data.format command determines the data format to he where rngy= - X) 2 +(Y - Yr,) 2.
transmitted. The formats available transmit some combination wher r0g-y

of test data, hydrophone data, navigation data, and a processor The horizontal range rngxy is determined by the initial X- Y
ID. The navigt.ion receiver commands select which naviga- positions where xs, and y., represent the position of the sor-
tion receiver signal is digitized when the choice of data format face ship, and N is the number of transponders. If the RMS
restricts the number of navigation bits transmitted, errors are large the position is adjusted and the process iter-

D. Navigation ates, The adjustment is calculated using the method of steepest
descent to follow the mean squared error gradient to a mini-

Array acoustic navigation ;q accomplished by detecting the mum. For known transponder positions, the perturbed ship
return signals of near-bottom acoustic transponders 71. A position in the x direction is
minimum set of three transponders are interrogated from
FLIP at unique frequencies and their replies are detected by x . , , + hE,,,,(x,,, y.,,)

the array. The time of arrival or each reply corresponds to the
range between the transponder and the array element. A set xs, = Xs, + h * (x.,, - Xro)

of ranges are determined for cach array navigation element (rngxy - lprol)/(rngxy * N)
and input to a program which calculates the element position
[81. where x, is the surface ship position, h is the step size, and

The transponders employed were developed for navigation E ,, is the derivative of the error function with respect to x.
of the MPL deeptow fish 191. For navigation of the array these The y-direction adjustment is calculated similarly. When the
transponders are deployed in roughly a one nautical mile equi- RMS error becomes small the current position is saved.
lateral triangle about FLIP. They are anchored above the sea- Assuming the ship positions are known parameters, the
floor by a 100 m length of line. To increase the reliability of transponder positions are adjusted using the same technique.
detection in a noisy environment, the receive circuitry in the Upon completion of the adjustment loops, the RMS error for
transponders (as well as in the array) compares the energy in all the transponders is evaluated. If this error Is not acceptable
a narrow hand (200 Hz effective bandwidth) about the inter- then the RMS errors associated with each ship position are
rogation frequency to the total energy received in a passband examined, and any position with an error greater than a speci-

of approximately 1.5 kflz. By adjusting the bandwidth and fled value is deleted and the process begins again. This method
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Fig. 4. Navigation Overview. The horizontal projectio is esfimated first
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gives the best transponder locations in a least squares sense tion time of the sequence is recorded. The navigation time
which are consistent with the available data. series establishes the range from each navigation element to

The array and FLIP are navigated similarly. A hydrophone each transponder after removal of the FLIP to transponder
located at the bottom of FLIP transmits a series of transpon- ranges 1101. The ranges are corrected for a varying sound
der interrogation sequences (TIS). A TIS consists of four in- speed profile by integrating over the ray path.
terrogation pulses at 10 second intervals followed by a silent Calculation of the hydrophone position begins by determin-
interval. The first three puls are at the interrogate frequen- ing the two intersections of the horizontal projection arcs. The
cies of the bottom transponders (10, 10.5, and I I kflz). Upon third transponder range determines which intersection is used
receiving an interrogation pulse a bottom transponder replies as an initial position. The data are iterated as described above
with a 3 ms pulse at 12 kHz. The fourth TIS pulse is at 12 to reduce the RMS errors. Array element relative-location
kHz and is received by the array navigation elements to in- accuracies of a few meters may be achieved by this method.
dicate array depth. The array therefore receives four consec- Examples of array element positions from the September 1987
ulive 12 kHz pulses, whose timing indicates the transponder experiment are displayed in Fig. 5, demonstrating the relative
ranges and depth beneath FLIP. The array samples the 12 motion. The symbols represent the array at 4-hour incre-

kHz pulses at an operator selected rate (typically 0.4 ms). The ments spanning a 24-hour period. There is less than I tilt
CPU decimates the data, if necessary, to provide a contin- from vertical across the 900 m array aperture. The motion
uous time series consistent with the number of hits allowed of FLIP (Fig. 5(a)) appears to be driven by the increasing
for navigation. The interrogation sequence is synchroni7ed northerly wind over the time analyzed (see Fig. 7(h)). The
with the data-sampling timebase in the array and the initia- north-south mnolnn nf th....... tho. "...
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Fig. 5. Navigation Reiults. A time series of the array position sampled
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in X (increasing toward the east) and Y (increasing toward the north),
(b) X versuq depth, and (c) Y verqus depth. The scale in (h) and (c) is
enhanced in the vertical direction by 9: 1.

motion of FLIP as well as by tidal motion. The east-west herently averaging I I 8 192-point FFT's with 50 percent over-
array motion (Fig. 5(c)) is primarily tidal driven, with a semi- lap of a Kaiser-Bessel (a = 2.5) windowed time series. The
diurnal period, nearly uniform spectral level with depth is consistent with

previous investigation tI 1, 1111. There is a distinct difference
Iil. EXPERIMENTAl, RESULTS in the spectral level as wind speed increases (Fig. 7(a)). The

Ambient noise data are presented from an experiment con- spectra at a nominal depth of 1300 m at low wind speed (Fig.
ducted in the northeast Pacific during the month of Septem- 7(c)) and high wind speed (Fig. 7(d)) were bin-averaged and

er 1987. Data were collected for 20 days, approximately subtracted to provide a measure of wind speed dependent vari-
400 km southwest of Monterey in 4700 m of water. The pro- ations. Significant variation in ambient noise was observed for
grammable data sampling rate was selected at 500 Hz. The frequencies above 100 Hz and below 25 Hz. Above 100 Hz at
array was deployed at various water depths spanning the wa- all depths, an increasing amplitude and distinct whitening of
ter colmh from 400 to 3100 m. Fig. 6 shows the array depth the spectra are observed at high wind speeds. The observed
superimposed on the sound speed profile. spectral difference is consistent with previous observations

Represertative hydrophone spectra illustrate the ambient which are diverse in this frequency band (see Table 11). An-
noise variation with depth and wind speed (Fig. 7). The local other effect of the wind is the level of mechanical vibration
wind speed varied from 4 to 28 knots during the experiment, or strum which increases with wind speed. This source is im-
as shown in Fig. 7(h). The spectra were obtained by inco- portant to the spectral shape below 25 Hz at all wind speeds
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Fig. 6. Array deployment depth% for the September 1987 etea test. The three
curves represent (a) the historical sound speed profile (doffed) obtained
from the National Oceanographic Data Center (121 for the experimental
area and time of year (designated area 25C). (b) the sound speed (dashed)
obtained from a conductivity, temperature, and depth (CTD) cast deployed
from a surface ship approximately 40 km northwest of the array, and (c)
the sound speed (solid) calculated with the Clay and Medwin 1131 equation
using the historical salinity data and an expandable bathymetric thermistor
(XBT) deployed from FLIP.

but may contribute energy between 25 and 50 Hz at higher pulsive arrivals that appear as both downward-propagating
wind speeds. The bandwidth of the strum-contaminated noise and upward-propagating wavefronts across the array. In ad-
increases with wind speed and decreases with depth. Prelim- dition, two modes of mechanical vibration (strum) are iden-
inary analysis indicates that frequency-wavenumber filtering tiffed in Fig. 8. The first mode is a longitudinal vibration
is effective in removing this noise source as the vibrational of the kevlar support cable, probably due to vertical motions
modes travel at velocities other than that of acoustic energy. of FLIP pulling on the support cable. This mode propagates
In the band between 20 and 100 lz the spectral amplitude with a phase velocity of 1800 m/s and appears as a downward-
was independent of wind speed. Shipping may be the dom- propagating transient in Fig. 8. The second mode is a trans-
inant noise source for this band as the experiment was in verse vibration of the kevlar support cable, probably excited
an area of high shipping density. The characteristic spectral by water currents. This mode propagates with a phase veloc-
"hump" due to shipping noise was observed throughout the ity of 40 m/s and appears as a series of shallow-dipping lines
experiment. Narrow band 60 Hz harmonics are seen in the with an interference pattern every 75 m, corresponding to the
spectra and are generated either mechanically or electrically spacing of the inline pressure cases.
by FLIP. There was no evidence of 60 Hz lines during lab- The air-gun stray is seen as a contaminant in the spectra of
oratory studies of the array self-noise. The 60 Hz harmonics the ambient noise data in Fig. 9(a). Since the operating area
are narrow band and do not degrade the broadband signal of the air run array was shallow, the ocean bottom altered the
analysis. arrival, part of which is coupled into the deep-sound channel

A graphic display of the output of 120 acoustic channels by down-slope conversion and arrives at the array in a multi-
recording an air gun source at a range of 500 km is shown path structure at a variety of angles. The effect of the profiler
in Fig. 8. In this plot, a compressive pressure field or pos- is significant in the 125 to 250 Hz band where it dominates
itive voltage excursion is represented as a filled line, and a the spectra, clearly distorting the 10 dB/octave roll-off of the
rarefactive pressure field or negative voltage is represented ambient noise. The profiler was extracted (Fig. 9(b)) by re-
as an unfilled line. The air gun is seen as a series of im- moving the visible signal from the array time series, padding
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TABLE It
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dB/Aft4Hlz Itt lie ___________
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+4 5-29 171 1221 Perrone 1969

0 6-22 200 1131 Iodgkiss and Fisher 1936
-4 low-high 163 141 Wilson 1913
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spectra in Fig. 9(c) was calculated from 800 data points and
a rectangular window and shows (he ambient noise spectra bewen 20 and 100 Hlz. At frequencies above 100 lx sea-
uncontaminated by the profiler, surface noise generated by local wind and waves was ob-

IV. SUMMARY served. Current efforts are underway to investigate the ver-
This paper describes the low-frequency digital acoustic ar- tical directional Spectra of low-frequency noise measured by

ray designed and built at the Marine Physical Laboratory. A the array.
sea test has beent comiduced to verify the vertical deployment, APNi
telemetry, acoustic navigation, and ambient noise measure- APNI
ment capabilities of the array. Navigation of the array was Available array commands are listed below, The left-most
conducted within an acoustic transponder net. Ambient noise hex number is the command byte sent by the data acquisition
spectra from single array elements were consistent with pre- computer to the array. The last column Indicates the type of
vious observation. of shipping noise in the frequency band command: Diagnostic, Initialization, or data Format.
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